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The perspective in a picture exactly reproduces the physical scene 
when viewed from its point of projection, but not elsewhere.



One-Point Perspective

In one-point perspective, all receding lines project to a single vanishing 
point (necessarily at the horizon if the lines are parallel to the ground).



One-Point Perspective

The period: early Renaissance(1400-1430)

The Cast of Characters

Filippo Brunelleschi, architect of the Florentine Duomo

Gentile di Fabriano, most renowned artist of the era

Masaccio, famous early perspectivist

Masolino da Panicale, shadowy mentor of Masaccio



The historic Baptistry in Florence, built in the 12th century in a 
Romanesque style that inspired the early Renaissance.



Vasari’s Portrait of 
Filippo Brunelleschi

Edgerton’s depiction of the reverse-reflection ‘peepshow’ of the 
Baptistry with which Brunelleschi demonstrated perspective in ~1420



The perspective of the Baptistry contains no lines that would allow 
Brunelleschi to explain the concept of a central vanishing point



Brunelleschi’s second panel was also exclusively in two-point 
perspective, which was rarely attempted during the Renaissance



If Brunelleschi had influenced his contemporaries, it should have been 
evident in this highly perspectival painting featuring an octagonal 
structure like the Baptistry, painted by the most famous artist of 
that era soon after Brunelleschi’s demonstrations



However, for acccurate perspective all the receding horizontals 
should have projected to a single, central vanishing point.  Evidently 
Fabriano had no gleaned no concept of the accurate construction of 
perspective geometry from Brunelleschi.  



Even within a single 
receding structure like 
the right-hand wall, 
Fabriano’s construction 
is intuitive rather than 
providing convergence to 
a single geometrically 
accurate vanishing point.



The Foundation
of the Church of 

Santa Maria Maggiore

by Masolino da 
Panicale

(1423)

This painting was painted for 
Rome’s most central basilica 
and the family seat of Pope 
Martin V, the architect of 
reconstruction of Rome after 
negotiating the return of the 
Papcy from Avignon.



The scene depicts Pope Liberius laying out the ground plan 
for the basilica in the 5th century during a snowstorm.



Masolino paints the perspective converging accurately to a central 
vanishing point for the first time in the history of art.  



The characteristic grace of the visages and figures makes it sure that 
Masolino was the artist of this panel.  



The face of the Pope is probably a portrait of Otto Colonna, the pope 
who oversaw the reconstruction of Rome in the 1420s.  



‘The Crucifixion’

By Masaccio

(1426)

Although renowned for 
his perspective skill, 
Masaccio was still 
painting uniform gold 
backgrounds three 
years after Masolino’s 
perspective 
breakthrough in 1423.



‘The Holy Trinity’

by Masaccio

(1428)

In his last work, at 
the age of 28,
Masaccio achieved an 
impressive control 
over perspective 
construction



The ‘Goldman’
Annunciation

by Masolino

(1424)

This complex 
architecture is 
estimated to have 
predated (and may 
have inspired) 
Masaccio’s ‘Trinity’ 
by four years.



In the center background is an interesting three-dimensional ‘knot of 
Solomon’ that draws our attention.  



The knot lies exactly at the central vanishing point, as if Masolino wants 
to mark the focus of his discovery (the only such example in history).  



The accurate perspective extends from the arch in the background to 
to the coffers of the portico . . .  



. . . and even details of the Virgin’s throne in the right foreground.  



As required in accurate perspective, the 45º obliques project to 
distance points at the same height as the central vanishing point.  



And even the doors at two different angles conform to the same 
geometry, a feat achieved by no other Renaissance artist.  



This detail emphasizes the accuracy with which Masolino constructed 
the  panels in the two differently angled doors.  



Another of Masolino’s paintings captures the spirit of an early 
Renaissance piazza.  



Masolino’s painting 
attracted the 
interested of 
celebrated cultural 
figures such as 
Sigmund Freud.  



The perspective is again highly integrated from the near foreground 
to the far background, although a couple of errors are in evidence.  



MAKE DETAIL OF 
BACKGROUND VP



MAKE DETAIL OF 
BACKGROUND VP

Masolino captures the hard shadows of the stones and the soft shadows 
of the taller figures with an accuracy reminiscent of van Eyck.  



Well-know for figural grace, Masolino could paint strong character 
and emotional expression when it was called for.  



The vivid foreshortening of the cripple’s leg drew specific 
mention by the Renaissance historian, Vasari .  



‘The Baptism of Christ’
(detail)

by Masolino

(1435)

Here Masolino exhibits effective 
control of the figuration and 
motion of the disciples drying 
off and pulling their clothes 
after being baptised (with 
remarkably modern-style 
undergarments).  



‘St. Mathias and St. 
Gregory

by Masolino

?1425

Recent investigative work on 
the rich gloss of the has 
revealed that Masolino had 
pioneered the use of oil paint in 
this panel (when others were 
using tempura).  This was 
??well before the exquisite use 
of oils by the van Eycks in the 
Northern Renaissance.



The Annunciation   by  Masolino  (1430)

Although Masolino is never discussed as an innovator of perspective, 
he is criticised for overuse of perspective as a compositional device. 
He does not deserve this self-cancelling assessment.



‘The Feast of Herod’  by   Masolino   (1436)
Again the presentation of the head of John the Baptist (at right) is 
overwhelmed by the vivid perspective conceit of the promenade.  



But Masolino deserves credit for the fully integrated perspective 
construction of all the buildings.  



St. Julian Deceived by the Devil into Killing His Parents   by  Masolino  (1423)

In this early predella, Masolino can be seen to have inscribed 
construction lines to establish the accurate perspective geometry.
He remains unrecognized as the first artist to have employed the 
vanishing point construction (50 years before Leonardo)  



Geometric reconstruction shows that all receding horizontals project 
to a single, off-center vanishing point.  



‘Christ healing the Lunatic Son’   by  di Bartolo, attr.   (~1480)  
Attributed to Masolino by Berenson and  Parronchi



The painting is the only full two-point construction of the Renaissance.  
Perspective reconstruction shows that all horizontals converge to a 
single vanishing point at either left or right, whether from exterior, 
interior, rafters or pavimento.   The painter must have  had an 
excellent grasp of the two-point construction.



Masolino had a keen sense of observation of the Renaissance life-style.  



Fantasy Landscape  (detail)   by   Masolino  (1435)
This landscape illustrates a pronounced sense of the fantastic . . .



. . . with castles worthy of Disneyland (or Neuschwanstein) . . .  



. . . and futuristic edifices that could not be built until 500 years later.



St Christopher Bearing Jesus   by   Masolino   (1437)
Masolino even paints a realistic looking globe half a century before 
the voyage of Columbus verifying that the world was round.  



Summary

Masolino da Panicale was recognised as one of the best artists of his 
time.  

He had a wide-ranging sense of shadows, movement and character

He introduced the one-point perspective construction geometries to 
art at a time when others had only intuitive notions of diminution 
with distance.

He probably painted the only accurate two-point construction of the 
Renaissance (other than flat pavimento).

Masolino’s role in the history of art and perspective is vastly 
underrated.



Relation to Other Artists

Masolino da Panicale painted many accurate perspectives from 1423-
1436.

The young Masaccio worked with Masolino but did not start painting 
in perspective until 1425.  Claims that Masaccio designed all 
Masolino’s perspectives are entirely speculative and prejudicial.

Contemporaries such as Uccello, Donatello, Sassetta and van Eyck did 
not employ accurate perspective constructions.

Brunelleschi’s role in the introduction of perspective remains obscure 
because his two panels have not survived and there are no accurate 
paintings following the geometry of his demonstrations.

The predominant development of perspective by Mantegna, Piero 
della Francesca, Leonardo, Raphael and others was after the Papal 
Jubilee of 1450, when many artists had the opportunity to view each 
others’ work.




